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Just because 
we are 
curious…

u Who here feels they are knowledgeable 
about FASD/ have received training? 

u Who feels knowledgeable about Sensory 
Processing and Regulation? 

u How do you know if a child you are 
working with has FASD? 

u What do you find difficult when working 
with a client with FASD? 

u A couple of stats:  Approx. 3-4% of the 
population have FASD (May et al. 2014) 

u 17-50% of children in foster care have 
FASD or have been prenatally 
exposed(Popova et. Al, 2013)



What is it about FASD 
that makes DDP 

difficult?
Complications and Suggestions



Attention/Impulsivity

u These kids are usually diagnosed with ADHD 

u Meds don’t work as effectively and there are 
frequently more side effects 

u It is very difficult to know the difference 
between FASD attention/impulsivity issues 
and hypervigilant attention/impulsivity issues 
that go with trauma



Poor Receptive 
Language Skills

u Typically expressive language is 
appropriate for chronological age 

u Good at covering up poor language 
comprehension 

u Cocktail chatter 

u “Watch for lots of “yes” or “no” 

u Check in… “Ya know what I mean?” 

u Agreeable but little follow through



Processing Speed

u “10 second kids in a 1 second world” Diane Malbin 

u Look for processing speed issues in assessments 

u Slow down and simplify 

u Help a child know that it is ok to take time.  
Teach them how to make space to think.



Difficulties 
with Abstract 
Concepts

u Metaphor, simile, sarcasm, story and many 
forms of humour are abstract 

u Time, quantity and ownership is abstract 

u Concrete language and concepts in storytelling 
are necessary 

u Common concerns around lying, stealing (tie in 
with memory)



Working Memory

u Long-term memory can be quite strong 

u Short-term, working memory often impaired 

u May not be able to tie events together in time 

u “Confabulation” rather than lying 

u Acceptance is crucial



Difficulties reading expression/empathy

u Mix trauma, immature cortex and 
prenatal exposure to alcohol together 
and the ability to recognize how others 
feel and/or facial expression can be 
severely impaired 

u Notice/check in about how child is 
interpreting parent’s face 

u Can be an excellent tie-in to “baby 
brain” 

u “your baby brain got so good at 
looking for danger, I wonder if 
maybe it sees danger when it is 
actually safe now”  

u Can remind parents why child needs 
reassurance



Difficulties with Regulation

u “0-60 kids” 

u Often describe having no warning 
before the child falls apart 

u The stress response system is 
damaged by prenatal alcohol 
exposure.  Resting cortisol rate is 
higher, raises faster and can be 
slower to bring down.   

u Understanding sensory processing 
is incredibly helpful



Suggestiblity

u Easily vulnerable to suggestibility 

u Will repeat, parrot ideas given to 
them 

u Often want to impress and may 
agree with (and incorporate into 
their own story) anything you say



Poor 
Understanding

u FASD is COMPLICATED!!! 

u 10 different domains are measured and 
you need a “hit” on 3 or more for a 
diagnosis. (Cook et. al. 2015) 

u It is invisible and the main symptoms 
are poor behaviour! 

u Parents need a lot of support to do the 
“Paradigm shift shuffle” from “won’t” 
to “can’t” 

u The experience of watching us be 
curious, accepting and empathetic in 
session can go a long way toward 
helping parents really understand what 
is going on



DDP principles that can help families
PACE, Storytelling, Blocked Care and Blocked Trust Adapted



Playfulness

u Respond very well to being liked 

u Can love silly and physical play and 
often crave attention  

u Often have huge sense of humour 

u These kids often feel criticized, have 
difficulties with friendship 

u Remember: 
u Play needs to be concrete, simple 

u No sarcasm, few “jokes” 

u Can more easily feel mocked 



Curiosity (We 
know…we 
changed the 
order!) 
 

u FASD brains experience the world 
differently 

u Curiosity allows therapist and parents to 
ask questions to learn about the child’s 
unique perspective of their world 

u Remember: they often want to please 
us, and may give us answers they think 
we want



Acceptance

u Sometimes the FASD experience doesn’t 
“make sense” to an unaffected brain 

u We need to accept that the story they 
piece together is usually their truth in 
the moment. 

u Trying to help them understand any 
other truth can make them feel judged/
shamed/stupid 

u The feeling of being accepted and liked 
can be one of the most therapeutic 
things we can offer



Empathy

u FASD is a complex and difficult disability 
to have, and then take into 
consideration post-birth trauma 

u These children live in a world that often 
doesn’t make sense, and they are 
judged, punished and abused because of 
a disability 

u Their experience of most adults is one 
of impatience and anger.  Consider how 
they react to family and recognize that 
our empathy can be the first consistent 
experience they have of a kind, caring 
adult.



Storytelling

u Concrete stories can help 
kids understand their brain 
and trauma response. 

u Amy and Corey



Blocked Care 
and Blocked 
Trust

u This psycho-ed piece helps parents – 
allows them to understand that it isn’t 
because they are bad parents – their 
child’s brain gets in the way of 
attachment 



Sensory Processing and 
Emotional Regulation

Short-cut to safety



Senses

u We have at least 7 
senses  

u Also “Interoception”



Senses and Regulation

u We all use our senses to keep 
ourselves in the window of 
tolerance 

u Some people sensory avoid, some 
sensory seek 

u Rhythm, Proprioception and 
Vestibular senses are particularly 
useful for regulating



SMART room
Sensory Motor Arousal Regulation Treatment



Case Study: 
Meet Jack and his parents!




